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💣WLDvsTOC💣 
 
W Liberal Democracy vs Transnational Organized Crime 
 
Why the Far R populists hate Soros:  
 
Soros spent billions funding orgs & initiatives devoted to
promoting liberal Dem’y, indep’t media, good gov’t,
transparency, & pluralism across RU & E EU post Berlin
Wall.
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GOP & the RW media machine parrot Putin & his populist dictator (TOC) cronies’

anti - Soros propaganda, & are in lock step pushing anti Immigrant, racist,

xenophobic, misogynist, rich v poor narratives to outrage, incite conflict & exacerbate

divisions.
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Remember Putin & his TOC Dictator pals & Drug Cartels caused the mass migrations

via wars & violence.  

 

RU/TOC funds terrorist orgs such as ISIS 

 

Mass migration was intentional- meant to destabilize WLD while TOC pushed anti

immigrant false narratives = conflict.
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TOC view people as disposable pawns or worse mere ‘animals’ as Trump labeled them

yesterday.  

 

📌Dehumanization always leads to atrocities against humanity.  
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NRA demonized & dehumanized liberals in their ghastly videos & utter vitrolic

attacks post mass shootings
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Now who uses Soros name like an epithet? Yep, TOC: Trump & his RW enablers.  

 

Folks we are at war. TOC vs WLD 

 

📌DEMs wake up, we are not in Kansas anymore unless we fight Fire with Fire. 

 

📌We can’t have pretty things if we don’t have a Democracy left. #1Priority.
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The Magnitsky Act, which sanctions Russian human-rights violators and other

officials implicated in corruption and abuse-of-power cases, was passed by Congress

12/14/2012 

and has been a subject of furious preoccupation for Putin to destroy ever since.
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The Sandy Hook Shooting occurred 12/14/12, the same day Obama signed the

Magnitsky Act into law.  

 

Fact: Manafort Brothers volunteered to demolish the Lanza Home.  

 

Also the Manafort Bros, thanks to Trump & Giuliani did the clean up & excavation the

day after 9/11.
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📌The repeal of the Magnitsky Act sanctions was the centerpiece of the 6/9/16

Trump Tower meeting with DonJr, Kush, Manafort, Veselnitskaya, etc in exchange

for dirt on HRC. 

 

📌June 12, 2016 - Pulse night club Shooting. 

 

📌49 killed and more than 50 are injured
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New RU sanctions bill (CAATSA), was passed in the House on 7/25/17 by H 419-3 &

by Senate 98-2 

 

📌8/2/17 Trump angrily signed the RU sanctions bill calling the legislation

"significantly flawed" & said it included "a number of clearly unconstitutional

provisions."
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📌Trump Adm ignored the 10/1/17 deadline to implement the new RU sanctions.

Instead, this happened: 

 

📌OCT 1, 2017: The Las Vegas Harvest Music Festival - At least 58 killed & hundreds

injured in the largest mass shooting in modern American history. 

 

Coinky dink?
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📌FEB 13, 2018 

Trump’s Top Intelligence Officials Contradict Him on Russian Meddling 

 

📌FEB 14, 2018 - Parkland Shooting (notorious Broward County, FL). A gunman

opened fire, killing 17 students & staff members and injuring seventeen others. Probe

underway.
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FBI: The Original Pizza Connection 

 

📌Painstaking Work Leads to Landmark 1980s Heroin Bust in early April 1984, the

FBI closed in on a real-life Mafia godfather. 

 

📌Was the HRC/Podesta PizzaGate false narrative a projection & an Omerata

warning?
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📌Omerata (as practiced by the Mafia) a code of silence about criminal activity & a

refusal to give evidence to authorities. 

 

"loyal to the oath of omertà" 

 

📌Was the tragic Seth Rich false narrative another projection?  

 

📌And Trump’s obsession w/ the DNC server?
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And/or was the PizzaGate false narrative a cover & projection for sex

slaves/pedo/human trafficking emerging scandals? 

 

Human slavery/trafficking is a highly lucrative biz for TOC 

 

Trump seems to be well versed about the intimate details of how women are captured
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📌Was the HRC Uranium One conspiracy theory a cover & projection for Trump, IP3

& Flynn’s Nuke deal with the Saudis? 

 

📌Also, cover for GOP’s & Putin’s war against Obama re the Aiken MOX (nuclear

waste facility) facility boondoggle/Tax payer nightmare? #Grifters
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The same folks who spun false conspiracy theories & narratives about Seth Rich, did

so about 9/11, Sandy Hook, PizzaGate, Parkland, LV, Pulse & more & vociferously

attacked the Rule of Law & our FBI, NSA, CIA, SCO & those expert in RU/TOC.

Funny that.😱
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TOC make enormous amts of 💰via human trafficking, drugs, guns & b/c of that, they

need to ‘wash’ their ill gotten gains.  

 

Large ticket items such as RE, golf courses, luxury goods are bough to park large amts

of dirty💰, via LLCs if sellers look the other way.
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Banks & large accounting firms are in the barrel for failing to heed anti- money

laundering laws & regs.  

 

Did I mention TOC/Mobsters hate laws & regulations?  

 

📌The massive money laundering banking scandals I have been highlighting are at

the heart of this war.
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📌Manafort linked to Swedbank Money Laundering Case 

 

📌Former Trump campaign chair and convicted felon Paul Manafort was among

those to have received suspicious payments made through the Stockholm-based

lender, broadcaster SVT also reported.
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📌Sater Eyed Trump Moscow Tower to Launder Cash, BTA Bank Says 

 

📌The suit by BTA Bank JSC alleges that Sater and Khrapunov explored financing

the Trump Moscow tower deal in 2012 with some of the $4 billion stolen a decade ago

by Khrapunov’s FIL, ex-BTA Ablyazov.
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📌The Investigation into Trump & Deutsche Bank is now the focus of a Federal

Reserve probe into the Danske affair. #Estonia #DanskeBank #Magnitsky 

 

📌Hiding much?  

 

📌Trump lawyer calls on Treasury to reject Democrats’ demand for tax returns until

DOJ weighs in
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📌HRC, Obama reschedule first 2016 appearance 

 

📌The joint appearance was first set for earlier in June in Wisconsin, but was

rescheduled in the wake of the Orlando/Pulse Nightclub Shooting/terrorist attack.  

 

📌Trump regularly bashes HRC for not going to WI🤔
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Mercury Public Affairs’ Latest Flynn-Connected FARA Client 

 

By @ninaandtito  

Mercury Public Affairs’ Latest Flynn-Connected FARA Client
Mercury Public Affairs filed new Foreign Agents Registration Act papers on April 3,
2019 for their newest client: the “American-Turkish Council (ATC),” which is based
in Arlington, Virginia. The…

https://medium.com/@ninaandtito/mercury-public-affairs-latest-flynn-connected-fara-cli…

📌📌2018: Far-right parties and authoritarian demagogues that have succeeded in

gaining power at the national level—such as in Hungary, Poland, Turkey, the

Philippines, the US, & Brazil—have wasted no time in undermining democratic

institutions and norms. 

The Rise of Far-Right Populism Threatens Global Democracy and Sec…
The stunning gains by openly illiberal candidates and parties and the decline in
support for democracy should be a huge wake up call for liberal democratic
leaders.

https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/security/news/2018/11/02/460498/rise-far-rig…

2014 “Europe is facing a challenge from Russia to its very existence. Neither the

European leaders nor their citizens are fully aware of this challenge or know how best

to deal with it,” Soros writes in an article published in the New York Review of Books. 
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George Soros: Russia poses existential threat to Europe
Investor says Vladimir Putin’s aggressive nationalism challenges values and
principles on which the EU was founded

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/23/george-soros-russia-threat-europe-vla…

📌Over the course of the subsequent three decades, Soros spent billions of dollars

funding organizations and initiatives devoted to promoting liberal democracy,

independent media, good government, transparency, & pluralism across the former

Soviet space. 

 

The Truth About George Soros
Tablet Top Ten: An entirely subjective list, presented in no particular order, of our 10
favorite articles from Tablet’s Arts & Culture and News & Politics sections in 2018.
“Favorite” here means s…

https://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/274870/the-truth-about-george-so…

📌The Magnitsky Act, which sanctions Russian human-rights violators and other

officials implicated in corruption and abuse-of-power cases, was passed by Congress

12/14/2012 & has been a subject of furious preoccupation for Putin ever since re

sanctions. 

 

How Bill Browder Became Russia’s Most Wanted Man
Joshua Yaffa on the hedge-fund manager who has offered a fable for why the West
should confront Putin.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2018/08/20/how-bill-browder-became-russias-m…

�Lanza, killed his mother on 12/14/12, before heading to Sandy Hook  

 

�Obama signed the Magnitsky Act the very same day as the Sandy Hook massacre
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�Obama signed the Magnitsky Act the very same day as the Sandy Hook massacre. 

 

�Manafort Brothers Construction offered to demolish the Lanza home for free. 

Firm: We will demolish Newtown shooter's home for free
Construction firm to meet with town officials and possibly set a date to raze the
house where Adam Lanza and his mother lived

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/firm-offers-to-demolish-newtown-shooter-adam-lanzas…

📌Manafort Brothers Construction demolished the Sandy Hook killers home.. 

Firm: We will demolish Newtown shooter's home for free
Construction firm to meet with town officials and possibly set a date to raze the
house where Adam Lanza and his mother lived

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/firm-offers-to-demolish-newtown-shooter-adam-lanzas…

📌’And now it’s the tallest’: Trump, in otherwise somber interview on 9/11, couldn’t

help touting one of his buildings 

 

📌Trump Tower Moscow aimed to be the tallest modern building in the world.  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2018/09/11/and-now-its-the-tal…

📌Manafort Brothers Construction assisted in the removal of the World Trade Center

buildings. 
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Company History | Manafort Brothers Inc. | Located in CT, RI and MA
Company History | Manafort Brothers Inc. | Located in CT, RI and MA | We are
leaders in the construction industry

http://manafort.com/who-we-are/company-history/

‼ Manafort Brothers‼  

 

📌One occasion that stands out occurred shortly after 9/11 when our involvement

was requested at Ground Zero in New York City in 2001 to assist in the demolition

and removal of the World Trade Center buildings. 

Company History | Manafort Brothers Inc. | Located in CT, RI and MA
Company History | Manafort Brothers Inc. | Located in CT, RI and MA | We are
leaders in the construction industry

http://manafort.com/who-we-are/company-history/

📌Erik Prince is partially responsible for modernizing the private army for the post

9/11 world, outsourcing militaries to cheap, specialized labor pools and skirting

traditional regulations meant to ensure accountability for armed forces. 

Mapping Erik Prince’s Private Mercenary Empire
Erik Prince, the brain behind the infamous private military firm Blackwater, is now in
China training security forces. By Ty Joplin/Al Bawaba Prince is partially
responsible for modernizing the priva…

https://special-ops.org/44895/mapping-erik-princes-private-mercenary-empire/
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9/11 Terrorists Made Millions on the Stock Market 

https://truthout.org/articles/911-terrorists-made-millions-on-the-stock-market/

Evidence for Informed Trading on the Attacks of September 11 

Evidence for Informed Trading on the Attacks of September 11 | Foreig…
It is time for an independent, international investigation into the informed trades and
the traders who benefited from the terrorist acts of September 11th.

https://www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/2010/11/18/evidence-for-informed-trading-on-the-…

📌Probes into 'suspicious' trading surrounding 9/11/01 

https://edition.cnn.com/2001/WORLD/europe/09/24/gen.europe.shortselling/inde

x.html

June 9, 2016 -- the day that Donald Trump Jr., Jared Kushner and then-campaign

chairman Paul Manafort met with a Russian lawyer to get opposition research on

Hillary Clinton at Trump Tower.  

 

Obama endorses HRC 

Recreating June 9: A very consequential day in the 2016 campaign
It wasn't Donald Trump's day.

https://www.cnn.com/2017/07/11/politics/trump-campaign-june-9/index.html

📌June 12, 2016 

 

📌A gunman opened fire inside a crowded nightclub in Orlando, Fla., around 2 a.m.

Sunday June 12, killing 49 people and injuring 53 others in a rampage 

 

H/T hazelDormouse.  
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including

traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/national/orlando-shooting/

📌Hillary Clinton, Obama reschedule first 2016 appearance 

 

📌The joint appearance was first set for earlier in June in Wisconsin, but was

rescheduled in the wake of the Orlando terrorist attack.  

 

H/T @the3Buckleys 

Clinton, Obama reschedule first 2016 appearance
Hillary Clinton and President Barack Obama will campaign together for the first
time in 2016 when they meet in Charlotte, North Carolina, on Tuesday, Clinton's
campaign said.

https://www.cnn.com/2016/06/29/politics/hillary-clinton-obama-campaign-event/index.h…

📌8/2/17 Trump angrily signs the RU sanctions bill calling the legislation

"significantly flawed" and included "a number of clearly unconstitutional provisions." 

 

📌Trump Adm ignored the 10/1/17 deadline to implement the new RU sanctions. 

Timeline of Trump's delays on Russia sanctions
What you need to know.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/timeline-trumps-delays-russia-sanctions/story?id=507…

📌The Las Vegas Harvest Music Festival  

 

📌At least 58 killed 

 

📌
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📌October 1, 2017 - A gunman fires from the 32nd floor of the Mandalay Bay Resort

and Casino on a crowd of 30,000 gathered on the Las Vegas Strip for the Route 91

Harvest Music Festival. 

The Las Vegas attack is the deadliest mass shooting in modern US his…
Here is a list of the 10 deadliest single-day mass shootings in US history from 1949
to the present.

https://amp.cnn.com/cnn/2017/10/02/us/las-vegas-attack-deadliest-us-mass-shooting-t…

📌FEB 13, 2018 

Trump’s Top Intelligence Officials Contradict Him on Russian Meddling 

 

📌The intelligence community has a stark warning about Russia’s intentions to

interfere in the 2018 elections. 

Trump’s Top Intelligence Officials Contradict Him on Russian Meddling
The intelligence community has a stark warning about Russia’s intentions to
interfere in the 2018 elections.

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2018/02/the-intelligence-community-warns-…

📌Parkland Shooting 

 

📌On February 14, 2018, a gunman opened fire at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High

School in Parkland, Florida, killing seventeen students and staff members and

injuring seventeen others. 
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Florida school shooting: at least 17 people dead on 'horrific, horrific day'
Police identify gunman as former student Nikolas Cruz, 19, who had ‘countless
magazines, multiple magazines’

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2018/feb/14/florida-shooting-school-latest-news…

Oh the shade... 

 

The Pizza Connection 

Painstaking Work Leads to Landmark 1980s Heroin Bust 

 

Thirty-five years ago, in early April 1984, the FBI closed in on a real-life Mafia

godfather. 

 

#PizzaGate 

The Pizza Connection
Thirty-five years after the bust of a vast, long-running Mafia drug conspiracy that
touched four continents, the Pizza Connection case continues to pay dividends for
partnerships, policing, and publi…

https://www.fbi.gov/news/stories/the-pizza-connection-35th-anniversary-040519

🏵The Original PizzaGate🏵 

 

Projection & Omerata (as practiced by the Mafia) a code of silence about criminal

activity and a refusal to give evidence to authorities. 

"loyal to the oath of omertà" 

 

Lincoln's Bible
@LincolnsBible

Replying to @LincolnsBible
8. Today... you're ready for this. The "Pizza Connection" trial. 
It was one of the most complex mafia take-downs in history. And 
it became a cluster fuck. 
Just read about it. Google it some more. Research some of the 
names. 
I'll give you some highlights...nytimes.com/1987/03/03/nyr…

367 3:38 AM - May 27, 2018

17 FOUND GUILTY IN 'PIZZA' TRIAL OF A D…
ti
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195 people are talking about this

nytimes.com

A federal ct that it is strongly inclined to expose more sordid details in the scandal

surrounding Jeffrey Epstein, whose relatively cushy plea deal on underage-sex

charges a decade ago has become a political liability for Labor Secretary Alex Acosta. 

Fresh court battle could expose more details in Acosta's controversial …
The Labor Secretary was stung by a judge’s ruling last month that he and other
prosecutors violated federal law.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/03/06/alex-acosta-jeffrey-epstein-plea-deal-1206753

💦💰Trump Golf Courses💰💦 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

#GolfCourses  
 
The Ultimate Status Symbol for Money Laundering Oligarchs 
Here and Abroad.

111 10:16 PM - Aug 28, 2018

96 people are talking about this

💰💦Narco-a-lago: 💦💰 
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Karol 
@karolcummins

Narco-a-lago:  
 
Suspected Money Laundering at the Trump Ocean Club, 
Panama 
 
Main Thread#TrumpOceanClubPanama

292 10:02 PM - Mar 9, 2019

257 people are talking about this

‼ Trump Family Deceptive Practices 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Trump Family Deceptive Practices 
 

 
 
The late Fred Trump & his estate, funneled millions of dollars to 
his children, in possible violation of tax rules & criminal laws.  
 
Docs show that Fred directed $413 million in today’s dollars to 
Donald nytimes.com/interactive/20…

65 8:30 PM - Mar 9, 2019

68 people are talking about this

📌Exclusive: FBI counterintel investigating Ivanka Trump business deal 
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FBI counterintel looks at Ivanka Trump business deal
US counterintelligence officials are scrutinizing one of Ivanka Trump's international
business deals, according to two sources familiar with the matter.

https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/01/politics/ivanka-trump-fbi-investigation/index.html

“Trump Tower Baku - Mammadov Family - Iranian Revolutionary Guard.  

 

"The U.S. government has regularly accused the Guard of criminal activity, including

drug trafficking, sponsoring terrorism abroad, and money laundering."” 

 

Jay McKenzie
@JamesFourM

Replying to @JamesFourM
17/ Trump Tower Baku - Mammadov Family - Iranian 
Revolutionary Guard.  
 
"The U.S. government has regularly accused the Guard of 
criminal activity, including drug trafficking, sponsoring terrorism 
abroad, and money laundering."

64 4:39 PM - Jan 25, 2018

40 people are talking about this

📌Ivanka Trump was the most senior Trump Organization official on the Baku

project. In October, 2014, she visited the city to tour the site and offer advice.  
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Donald Trump’s Worst Deal

Adam Davidson on how President Trump helped build a hotel in Azerbaijan that
appears to be a corrupt operation engineered by oligarchs tied to Iran’s
Revolutionary Guard.

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/03/13/donald-trumps-worst-deal

THE JOURNALIST WHO LINKED IVANKA TRUMP TO THE RUSSIAN MAFIA

WAS MURDERED; PROMPTED REOPENING OF INVESTIGATION INTO

PANAMA PAPERS 

The Journalist Who Linked Ivanka Trump to the Russian Mafia Was Mu…
Following the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia, a Maltese journalist who
led the Panama Papers investigation with respect to widespread corruption that
was exposed within the Maltese gove

http://tplnews.com/the-journalist-who-linked-ivanka-trump-to-the-russian-mafia-was-mu…

❓Fraud - Deutsche Bank & trump❓ 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

If it is proven that Trump knowingly exaggerated his net 
worth, then journalists need to start using the word ‘lied.’  
 

When anyone lies to a bank in order to receive credit or 
approval to underwrite a securities issue, this is called fraud. 
forbes.com/sites/mayrarod…

323 10:27 PM - Apr 1, 2019

209 people are talking about this

Possible Trump Deutsche Bank Fraud Raises Serious Questions
Deutsche Bank’s risk management capabilities should matter in any
country where Deutsche Bank has legal entities. Possible Trump
forbes.com

💰Shady Deutsche Bank💰 

 

Deutsche Bank's U.S. Unit Kept Danske's Shady Billions Flowing 

Karol 
@karolcummins
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Deutsche Bank's U.S. Unit Kept Danske's Shady Billions Flowing 
 
Ex-workers say scrutiny of individual clients was discouraged 
 
German lender’s U.S. subsidiary draws focus of Fed regulators 
 
H/T  @ThomasS4217   bloomberg.com/news/articles/…

62 11:18 PM - Apr 3, 2019

63 people are talking about this

Deutsche Bank's U.S. Unit Kept Danske's Shady Billions Flowing
Years before regulators learned about what may be one of the
biggest money-laundering pipelines in history, low-level bank
bloomberg.com

💰💦Manafort linked to Swedbank Laundering Case 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Swedbank Laundering Case Explodes With Alleged Manafort 
Link 
 
Swedish bank allegedly gave misleading information to U.S. 
 
Bank’s headquarters in Stockholm were raided on Wednesday 
bloomberg.com/news/articles/…

652 2:29 PM - Mar 27, 2019

504 people are talking about this

Swedbank Investors to Confront CEO as Laundering Case Gro…
Swedbank AB Chief Executive Officer Birgitte Bonnesen will face
shareholders on Thursday in what is likely to be one of the stormiest
bloomberg.com

💰💦Sater Trump Moscow Trump Soho 
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@karolcummins
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@karolcummins

Sater hearing delayed re  
 
A lawsuit filed today with its claim that Sater, a longtime 

associate of Trump’s, sought to use money stolen from a bank in 
Kazakhstan to help develop Trump Tower Moscow. 
#TrumpMoscow #TrumpSohobloomberg.com/news/articles/…

153 9:59 PM - Mar 25, 2019

118 people are talking about this

Sater Eyed Trump Moscow Tower to Launder Cash, BTA Bank …
New York developer Felix Sater is due to testify in Congress this
week about his role in Donald Trump’s attempt to build a luxury tower
bloomberg.com

Deutsche Bank ♥  Trump 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Deutsche Bank  Trump  
 

A Profitable Decades-long Love Affair  
 

Why on earth would Deutsche Bank (DB) continue to lend 
money to a notorious loan defaulter like Trump?  
 

This is a key part re TrumpRussia
226 11:10 PM - Mar 19, 2019

167 people are talking about this

‼ Ukraine, Manafort, Flynn & The Saudi Nuke Deal aka Trump Marshall Plan 
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Karol 
@karolcummins

Ukraine, Manafort, Flynn, GOP  
 

The Middle East Nuclear Reactor Deal 
 

aka Trump/Putin Marshall Plan
168 8:31 PM - Jan 8, 2019

125 people are talking about this

💣MOX Processing Facility💣 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

MOX Processing Facility  
 
Aiken, South Carolina 
 
An American Taxpayer Horror Story 
 
Obama vs Putin/GOP 
 
A Grand Conspiracy of Epic Proportions 
 
Coming soon: #RICO #Fraud #Graft #Pay2Play #Bribery etc. 
#Mob #TrumpRussia #GOPmobFamily #Flynn #IP3 
#SouthCarolinaPoliticians & ++

254 7:44 PM - Jan 9, 2019

187 people are talking about this

💣Trump/Putin/Flynn Marshal Plain 

Karol 
@karolcummins

General Flynn’s Nuke Deal  
 

11/16: Backers of a U.S.-Russian plan to build nuclear 
reactors across the ME bragged after the US elex they had 
backing from Trump's NatSec adviser Michael Flynn for a project 
that required lifting sanctions on Russiareuters.com/article/us-
usa…

118 12:33 AM - Jan 8, 2019

Exclusive: Mideast nuclear plan backers bragged of support o…
Backers of a U.S.-Russian plan to build nuclear reactors across the
Middle East bragged after the U S election they had backing from
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126 people are talking about this

Middle East bragged after the U.S. election they had backing from
reuters.com

💰Wengui Guo💰 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Tony Blair linked to China's most wanted, Mar-a-Lago member 
Guo Wengui smh.com.au/world/tony-bla…

229 1:58 PM - Apr 3, 2019

190 people are talking about this

Tony Blair linked to China's most wanted, Mar-a-Lago member…
Flamboyant Chinese tycoon Guo Wengui, on the run from Interpol, is
a friend of former British prime minister Tony Blair, it has been
smh.com.au

‼ Trump Russia Overview 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Trump’s circle is still in legal peril: “the biggest legal minefield 
here is the number of different offices looking at this,” said Berit 
Berger, a former federal prosecutor who’s now at Columbia Law 
School. “You can’t say they’re all witch hunts.” 
chicagotribune.com/news/nationwor…

426 4:12 PM - Mar 23, 2019

258 people are talking about this

Trump's circle is still in legal peril despite the end of the Muell…
Robert Mueller’s job may be done, but President Donald Trump still
faces potential legal peril from many sides.
chicagotribune.com
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🏮Trumps Many Ties to China🏮 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Trumps Many Ties to China  
 
Remember per the Steel Dossier Trump was allegedly thrilled 
the media focused on Russia so there was less scrutiny of 
Trump’s business deals with China.

247 7:45 PM - Sep 29, 2018

189 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

I know tonight’s post is scary, but we need to eschew those who serve

TrumpPutinTOC by exacerbating divisions & engage in non stop provocative themes

as illustrated above, rather than facts.  

 

DEMs need to unite behind a strong experienced leader who can take on TOC.
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @hazelddormouse @The3Buckleys @JSwanEsquire
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

April 6, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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📌Hillary Clinton’s campaign has canceled a Des Moines rally with vice presidential



📌 y p g y p

candidate Tim Kaine and former President Bill Clinton in the wake of the overnight

killings of two area police officers ambushed in their cars. 

H/T @markseifer101 

Hillary Clinton campaign cancels Des Moines rally - The Boston Globe
Vice presidential nominee Tim Kaine and former President Bill Clinton were slated
to attend the event.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/politics/2016/11/02/hillary-clinton-campaign-cancel…

The HRC campaign canceled a joint rally w/VP Joe Biden in Scranton, PA, scheduled

earlier, citing the "tragic events" in Dallas. It marked the 2nd time in a month that it

had canceled a major rally following a shooting -- in June,  

H/T @markseifer101 

 

Clinton: Dallas shootings an 'absolutely horrific event'
Hillary Clinton on Friday called for the nation to come together in the aftermath of
an ambush that killed five police officers in Dallas, Texas, warning that this
"absolutely horrific event" — coupl…

https://www.cnn.com/2016/07/08/politics/hillary-clinton-dallas/index.html

November 5, 2017 same date as Sutherland Springs Shooting & the release of the

Panama Papers leak 
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@The3Buckleys

Replying to @DontEatThat6 and 5 others
YIKES. And idk if I mentioned it already but it bears repeating 
that the YUGE Paradise Papers reveal occurred and hours later 
the Sutherland Springs shooting took over the news cycle.
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San Bernardino Shooting unfolded hours after doctors pushed to lift gun violence

research ban 

 

H/T @Donteatthat6 

Shooting unfolded hours after doctors pushed to lift gun violence rese…
"It's ironic," says lawmaker after 2,000 doctors sign petition calling on Congress to
lift funding ban on gun violence research

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/san-bernardino-shooting-unfolded-after-doctors-urged…

‼ OBG‼  

 

The Budapest Bridge: Hungary’s Role in the Collusion Between the Trump Campaign

and the Russian Secret Service 

 

📌Coonects with the Far Right anti EU/NATO movement across Europe & about

which Soros warned post the fall of the Berlin Wall.  

The Budapest Bridge: Hungary’s Role in the Collusion Between the Tr…
Dr. András Göllner's essay is the first installment of a three part series in HFP.
Introduction It was during the 2016 Presidential election campaign,

https://hungarianfreepress.com/2017/04/13/the-budapest-bridge-hungarys-role-in-the-…
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Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

Replying to @McSercy and 2 others
It certainly does. 
 

On 2/15, while country had its eye on allegations of Russian 
election meddling + senseless murder of 17 people in Parkland 
school shooting,  
House was quietly gutting Americans With Disabilities Act, 
passing H.R. 620 w vote of 225-
192.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/…
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See Call Paul's Boutique's other Tweets

Opinion | Sara Nović: Republicans believe the rights of shoppi…
The Republicans' bill would devastate the civil rights of disabled
Americans. You need to know about it.
nbcnews.com

📌Folk, heed the march of the Dictators of the world:  

 

Western Liberal Democracy  

 

versus  

 

Transnational Organized Crime (Far Right ‘Authoritarian Dictators’)  

 

Elli hearts Patriots
@ElliAdventurer

Imagine a web of hostile nations ruled by dictators stretching 
from pole to pole, cutting the Pacific in half. #risk #wargames 
This is why Vietnam, Malaysia, Brunei are so critical and 
vulnerable. cnn.com/2019/04/08/asi…@911CORLEBRA777 
@karolcummins
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👹Bannon👹 

 

Karol 
@karolcummins

Bannon’s Strategy to Propel the Far Right’s (TOC*) 
Authoritarian Agenda Harnesses the Effective Manipulation of 
Far Right & Far Left movements/organizations to destroy 
Western Liberal Democracy. 

 
*Transnational Organized Criminals
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